John Flynn designs, reinvents, leads workshops all over the U.S., demonstrates the Flynn Multi-Frame at Quilt shows, and solves Sudoku puzzles in his spare time.
Those straight line seams end up looking curved – it is an optical illusion which has fascinated quilters for a long time! Traditionally done in shades of blue, John has updated the look in different colorways and in scraps.

**Supplies:**

Sewing machine in good repair, extra needles, sewing supplies. Rotary mat, ruler, straight handled OLFA brand rotary cutter with 28mm rotary blade
Stylus or seam ripper

Pre-cut kit from instructor- $27.50, Size 22” x 30”
Kits will be available in assorted colors.
A four block wall hanging reminiscent of the 1860s, charming in Civil War reproductions or in Christmas colors. Pine Burr triangles are edged with “feathers” cut with John’s “engineered corners” for easier piecing. Pre-cut kit available in assorted colors.

**Supplies:**
Project size, 35” x 35”, 4 blocks 17 ½” each.

Sewing machine in good repair, extra needles. Sewing supplies. Straight handled rotary cutter with 28mm wheel, mat and ruler. Pre-cut kit from the instructor for $45, available in assorted colors.
An old favorite also called Improved Nine Patch. Learn piecing and pressing tricks as well as practice with curved seams. This is a fun project to put together with its optical illusions.

Sewing machine in good repair, extra needles, sewing supplies. Rotary mat, ruler, straight handled OLFA brand rotary cutter with 28mm rotary blade Stylus or seam ripper and Design wall optional

Pre-cut kit, makes a 54” x 54” project for $60, available in assorted colors.